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September 24, 2018

Why We Did This Audit

U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) is responsible for inspecting all international mail arriving at U.S. airports, with limited exceptions. A major challenge for CBP is preventing imports of opioids and other illegal items mailed from overseas through the U.S. Postal Service (USPS). We conducted this audit to determine whether CBP’s air mail inspection processes at JFK airport are effective and have adequate information technology (IT) security controls.

What We Found

CBP has ineffective processes and IT security controls to support air mail inspection operations at John F. Kennedy International Airport (JFK), the largest of nine USPS facilities that receive and handle incoming international mail. Despite legislative requirements to systematically target and widely prevent illegal imports, CBP inspects only a limited number of the hundreds of thousands of pieces of incoming air mail each day, largely due to difficulty inventorying and locating targeted mail, as well as having inadequate guidance, equipment, and resources. These air mail inspection deficiencies hinder CBP’s efforts to prevent prohibited items (particularly opioids) from entering the United States.

Further, international mail suspected of containing contraband is not physically controlled due to procedural, space, and technical limitations. Thus, the inspection environment can result in stolen, misplaced, or improperly delivered mail; hazards for inspection personnel; and potentially lost or damaged evidence to support criminal cases.

Given a lack of oversight, servers supporting CBP’s mail inspection processes do not meet IT security control requirements, and not all of the servers are included in CBP’s system inventory. These servers are vulnerable to potential attacks and operational disruptions.

CBP actions to address identified deficiencies and more effectively inspect international mail will be essential to winning the war on opioids and countering their devastating impact on the Nation’s population.

Management Response

CBP concurred with all nine recommendations. A copy of CBP’s formal response to this report is in appendix B.
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Background

U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) is responsible for inspecting international mail arriving at United States airports. With limited exceptions, such as mail believed to contain only documents for U.S. Government officials or mail addressed to ambassadors of foreign countries, all inbound international air mail is subject to CBP inspection.\(^1\) CBP plays a critical role in the Nation’s efforts to interdict dangerous substances and prohibited items at U.S. international airports and mail facilities, and keep these materials from harming the American public. A major challenge for CBP is preventing imports of illegal drugs such as opioids mailed from foreign countries to the United States via the United States Postal Service (USPS). When, upon CBP examination, a mail article is found to contain prohibited material, the merchandise is subject to seizure and forfeiture.

CBP is not the only participant in the international air mail inspection process. For example, the Transportation Security Administration initially requires that foreign airports and air carriers screen international cargo headed to the United States. Subsequently, when a flight lands in this country, ground handlers at the airport provide all mail to USPS, which transports the mail through a CBP radiation scanning portal for preliminary examination. CBP officials then make subjective as well as risk-based determinations as to what portion of the mail to select for further inspection. For example, CBP officials may treat the various categories of international mail differently based on their experience and perceptions of potential risk.\(^2\) CBP can open any mail, subject to certain exceptions, or hold it for later review of potentially prohibited contents. Ultimately, mail not retained by CBP is routed back to USPS for delivery. Figure 1 provides an overview of the international air mail handling and inspection process.

---

\(^1\) 19 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) § 145.2(b).
\(^2\) The four primary categories of international air mail are First Class, Registered Mail, Express Mail, and Priority Parcels.
The USPS International Service Center at John F. Kennedy International Airport (JFK) is the largest of nine USPS facilities nationwide that receive and process incoming international mail. In fiscal year 2016, USPS recorded an inbound international mail volume at JFK of more than 1 billion or nearly 10 million per day. This constitutes more than half of the hundreds of millions of pieces of international mail arriving annually at all international mail facilities.

Recognizing that airports are a major entry point for illegal drug imports, Congress has held multiple hearings in the past year on the threats inherent in arriving international air mail. CBP’s Executive Assistant Commissioner for Office of Operations Support stated in one hearing in May 2017:

The majority of U.S. trafficked illicit fentanyl is produced in other countries such as China, and is principally smuggled through international mail facilities, express consignment carrier facilities (e.g., FedEx and UPS), or through POEs [ports of entry] along the Southern land border.

DTOs [drug trafficking organizations] and individuals purchase powdered fentanyl online and can access open source and dark web marketplaces for the tools needed for manufacturing. Fentanyl, pill
presses, and binding agents are then shipped into the United States primarily using the U.S. Mail or express consignment couriers.\textsuperscript{3}

Imports of opioids such as fentanyl are a tremendous problem in the United States. In 2016, more people died from opioid-related causes than from traffic accidents. Table 1 shows this comparison.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
Year & Opioids & Traffic Accidents \\
\hline
2015 & 33,000 & 35,485 \\
2016 & 42,249 & 37,461 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Opioid Deaths by Comparison}
\end{table}

These illegal drugs have a devastating impact on the Nation’s population, tearing apart families and communities. As such, the White House has declared the opioid epidemic a nationwide public health emergency that requires the mobilization of government, local community, and private organizations. At the May 2017 hearing, Senator Thomas R. Carper, a ranking member of the U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, described the crisis as follows:

\begin{quote}
When we talk about special moments we call them "All Hands on Deck." This is an all hands on deck moment for not just those of us in this room, not just in the Senate, not just to Delaware, or Ohio, or any other states that are represented. This is an All Hands on Deck moment for our country.\textsuperscript{4}
\end{quote}

Given its frontline responsibility to secure the Nation’s borders from imports of illegal drugs and contraband, CBP has a major role to play in helping end this opioid crisis. According to a November 2017 letter from Congress to CBP,

\begin{quote}
When fentanyl and other illicit opioids are smuggled into the country, CBP is the first line of defense for detecting and seizing the drugs before they can make it to American communities. Our ability
\end{quote}


\textsuperscript{4} Id. at 8.
to identify and stop this flow into the United States depends on both the men and women of CBP who identify suspicious packages and people, and the tools and technology that allow them to do so.\textsuperscript{5}

We conducted this audit to determine whether CBP’s air mail inspection processes at JFK airport are effective and have adequate information technology (IT) security controls. As a result of our audit, we are reporting on the procedures, tools, and technologies CBP uses to deter the flow of opioids into the United States.

### Results of Audit

CBP has ineffective processes and IT security controls to support air mail inspection operations at JFK International Airport, the largest of nine USPS facilities that receive and handle incoming international mail. Despite legislative requirements to systematically target and widely prevent illegal imports, CBP inspects only a limited number of the hundreds of thousands of pieces of incoming air mail each day, largely due to difficulty inventorying and locating targeted mail, as well as having inadequate guidance, equipment, and resources. These mail inspections deficiencies hinder CBP’s ability to prevent prohibited items (particularly opioids) from entering the United States.

Further, international mail suspected of containing contraband is not physically controlled due to procedural, space, and technical limitations. This inspection environment can result in stolen, misplaced, or improperly delivered mail; hazards for inspection personnel; and potentially lost or damaged evidence to support criminal cases.

Given a lack of oversight, servers supporting CBP’s mail inspection processes do not meet IT security control requirements, and not all of the servers are included in CBP’s system inventory. The outdated servers are vulnerable to potential attacks and operational disruptions.

CBP actions to address identified deficiencies and more effectively inspect international mail will be essential to winning the war on opioids and countering their devastating impact on the Nation’s population.

\textsuperscript{5} Letter from Ron Johnson, Chairman, and Claire McCaskill, Ranking Member, U.S. Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs, to Kevin K. McAleenan, Acting Commissioner, U.S. Customs and Border Protection, November 6, 2017.
CBP’s International Air Mail Inspection Is Not Effective to Stop Illegal Drugs from Entering the United States

Despite its responsibility for systematically targeting and widely preventing illegal imports (particularly opioids) to the United States, CBP has ineffective processes for inspecting air mail at JFK International Airport. CBP inspects only a limited number of the hundreds of thousands of pieces of incoming mail at JFK each day. The limited inspection is largely due to a lack of inventory procedures, guidance, equipment, and canine resources. Such inspection is inadequate to prevent illegal drugs and contraband from entering the United States. A recent enforcement operation at JFK has helped CBP determine the risks and extent of drug smuggling in some, but not all, categories of international mail.

CBP’s Responsibilities and Processes for Inspecting Air Mail

CBP plays a critical role in the Nation’s efforts to safeguard the American public by interdicting illegal drugs at our ports of entry and multiple mail facilities. CBP’s International Mail Operations and Enforcement Handbook provides overarching guidance on the agency’s air mail inspection processes. According to the handbook, all international mail intended for delivery to the United States and the U.S. Virgin Islands is subject to inspection. CBP is responsible for examining mail for contraband as well as restricted or prohibited merchandise.

CBP and USPS have established a memorandum of understanding on guidelines for working together nationwide to process arriving international air mail. According to Federal regulations, all arriving international air mail, with limited exceptions, is subject to inspection by CBP. However, the two agencies also have standard operating procedures for processing mail specifically at JFK. Figure 2 provides a flow chart of these agencies’ joint operations.

---


Figure 2: International Air Mail Processing at JFK

Source: OIG-developed, based on analysis of CBP-provided information

As illustrated, CBP initially examines all mail arriving at the JFK International Mail Facility (IMF) for radioactive threats. As previously discussed, USPS
transports the mail through a CBP radiation portal for such examination.

Given its inability to inspect the total volume of international mail arriving at the airport daily, CBP requires by memorandum of understanding that USPS provide for inspection that daily arrives at JFK. Any mail that is may continue to the CBP uses several processes to determine what specific items or it selects for inspection. For example, CBP officials at JFK use knowledge gained from past experience to identify arriving international mail that may contain illegal or prohibited items. Additionally, since July 2014, CBP has been piloting to a limited extent the use of the Automated Targeting System (ATS) to assist in identifying mail at JFK that may pose a high risk of containing narcotics or other contraband. ATS is a decision support tool that compares traveler, cargo, and conveyance information against law enforcement, intelligence, and other enforcement data using risk-based scenarios and assessments. (Appendix C provides details on ATS processes.)

Of the mail selected for inspection, CBP and physically examines those packages deemed to be high risk. If no problem is detected upon secondary inspection (i.e., manual inspection and chemical analysis, as appropriate). If illegal drugs or contraband are discovered, CBP must maintain documentation pertaining to the mail seizure and preserve the integrity of the item to the extent possible.

According to CBP officials we interviewed, other classes of mail are subject. Not all of these other classes of mail are. If no problem is detected, this mail may continue to the addressee. If a problem is found, the mail is held for secondary inspection by CBP. During secondary inspection, CBP determines whether the package should be seized or returned to USPS for processing.

---

9 MOU, at § 7.A.3.
Deficiencies in CBP’s International Mail Inspection Processes

We identified a number of deficiencies in CBP’s inspection processes at JFK. Specifically, CBP does not inspect all international mail selected for inspection due to inadequate guidance, outdated equipment, and limited canine teams. CBP does not requested from USPS, asserting that the labor-intensive process does not lend itself to and the existing guidance does not call for it. The ATS pilot for targeting mail has limited impact due to a lack of data and USPS’ difficulty in locating the mail targeted for inspection. Further, CBP’s chemical analysis process is problematic because of inadequate equipment and processes, and potential hazards to workers. These mail inspection deficiencies collectively inhibit CBP’s ability to prevent illegal drugs and contraband from entering the country.

CBP Does Not Inspect All International Mail

CBP does not inspect all arriving international mail. According to the memorandum of agreement with USPS, CBP requests that USPS provide only from China, based on knowledge and experience that the country is a primary source of illegal drug smuggling to the United States. Any mail that CBP does not request for inspection even though it could potentially contain prohibited items.

This limited inspection is due to the fact that CBP officials lack the equipment needed to inspect the hundreds of thousands of pieces of international air mail that arrive at JFK each day. CBP has only x-ray devices at JFK that officers use to daily examine only a portion of the incoming mail, one piece at a time. The x-ray machines are , and subject to regular. Figure 3 provides a photo of one x-ray machine amid numerous carts of international mail. Since our site visit in July 2017, CBP has purchased and replaced x-ray machines; however, we have not been able to assess the impact of the equipment replacements.

---


www.oig.dhs.gov
Further, given the volume of mail each day, CBP does not routinely
According to CBP staff, all arriving at JFK are from China, and therefore may be considered high risk. Figure 4 provides a photo of large bags containing arriving from China.

**Figure 4: Arriving from China**

![Image of large bags]

_Source: OIG photo taken at JFK during fieldwork_

Despite the large volume and high-risk nature of international mail, CBP largely overlooks them because of a lack of guidance. While the nature of international mail has changed significantly, CBP has not updated its *International Mail Operations and Enforcement Handbook* since August 2001. As such, policies, procedures, and guidelines for inspecting emerging categories of mail such as have not been instituted. CBP also has not updated the guidance to identify new illegal substances such as fentanyl arriving in international mail. Lacking such guidance, high-risk mail potentially containing illegal substances may continue to the .

Lastly, CBP’s limited mail inspection is due to a limited inspection at JFK. CBP officials assert especially in the teams available although the JFK
CBP Does Not Inventory Mail Selected for Inspection

CBP lacks a process to substantiate that all mail selected for inspection is indeed inspected. CBP officials asserted that all international air mail they request of USPS is inspected; however, CBP has no means of proving this assertion for several reasons. It does not maintain an inventory and cannot quantify which mail is provided by USPS. CBP does not keep an inventory of mail that it x-rays. Further, CBP does not track or inventory international mail that is returned to USPS for delivery in the United States.

CBP officials we interviewed asserted that the large volume of daily arriving air mail and the labor-intensive process of examining selected mail piece-by-piece do not lend themselves to inventory. Yet, this is not entirely true. We determined that USPS scans and inventories all mail provided to and returned from CBP. However, CBP has no agreement with USPS to leverage this inventory to keep an account of the mail it selects for inspection. CBP’s International Mail Operations and Enforcement Handbook also does not require agency officials to maintain an inventory of the mail they x-ray. Without an inventory process, CBP might not be inspecting all of the high-risk mail it selects and therefore might be allowing prohibited items to be delivered undetected.

ATS Pilot Has Limited Impact

CBP’s ATS pilot has minimal usefulness in determining what mail to select for additional inspection. As previously stated, the ATS is intended to assist CBP in identifying mail that might pose a high risk of containing narcotics or other contraband. ATS electronically compares traveler, cargo, and air mail and conveyance information against law enforcement, intelligence, and other enforcement data using risk-based scenarios and assessments. Nevertheless, we found that CBP used this system to target only [redacted] of the packages arriving each day at the JFK IMF, which cannot ensure significant deterrence of illegal imports of contraband through the mail.

Limiting the targeting to only [redacted] of mail per day was based on an agreement between USPS and CBP as to what USPS could reasonably provide to CBP on a daily basis. Even with a targeting set at [redacted], however, USPS is typically only able to physically locate and hand over about [redacted] of the requested items to CBP. Searching through hundreds of thousands of pieces of mail each day to identify the targeted ones is a huge, labor-intensive process. Moreover, if the targeted mail is in a large bag, USPS will provide the entire bag to CBP. CBP officers must then search through the bag to locate the targeted
item, in addition to carrying out their routine inspection responsibilities.

The limited targeting is also due to a lack of advance data on inbound mail for input to the system to support the mail targeting process. Specifically, the data CBP uses for targeting comes from foreign post offices that provide the data to USPS in advance of the mail being transported. However, not all foreign post offices provide sufficient data on [redacted], etc., for use in ATS for targeting purposes. Further, the USPS does not have agreements with all foreign post offices (i.e., China) to provide this data in advance.

CBP’s Chemical Analysis Process Is Problematic

CBP’s chemical analysis process for detecting illegal opioids in arriving air mail is problematic. The process entails CBP officers opening the mail and inserting a hand-held device in a suspicious package to get a preliminary reading of the chemical makeup of the contents. If the reading indicates a potential prohibited item, the officers take a small sample and use a separate chemical analysis device to get a second digital reading of the chemical composition of the sample. Officers then forward the digital reading to CBP’s Laboratories and Scientific Services Directorate for additional remote diagnostics. If the results conclusively indicate a prohibited item, CBP officers seize the item and prevent its import to the United States.

We identified a number of deficiencies in this chemical analysis process. Specifically, at the time of our July 2017 site visit to the JFK IMF:

- CBP had only [redacted] hand-held chemical analysis devices (scanners), which are not enough to support the officers operating [redacted] x-ray machines.
- The [redacted] what chemicals or drugs are contained in the parcels under examination, requiring additional analysis. That is, CBP officials have to open the interior package, extract a sample, and perform digital analysis using more advanced scanning technology.
- CBP staff can submit only [redacted] to the Laboratories and Scientific Services Directorate for remote chemical analysis with the expectation that the lab process and turn around the analysis within a [redacted]. Yet, experience has shown that even the [redacted] restriction has not been adequate to prevent backlogs of mail awaiting chemical analysis, as shown in figure 6.
During our July 2017 site visit, CBP officials tested a Fourier-Transform Infrared and a Raman hand-held scanner that might improve their chemical scanning capability and results. The new scanners... Since our visit, CBP has deployed the new scanners; however, their impact in addressing the deficiencies we identified remains undetermined. Expanded funding totaling $9 million,
made possible through recent legislation, might enable CBP to acquire additional chemical analysis devices and staff support.\textsuperscript{11}

**Recent Enforcement Blitz Has Helped Determine the Extent of the Air Mail Drug Smuggling Problem**

As appropriate, CBP managers may conduct enforcement “blitzes,” short-term offensive operations, to determine the risks inherent in specific classes or subsets of arriving international mail. The mail selected for such blitzes by \textcolor{red}{\underline{\textbf{REDACTIONS MADE BY THE U. S. CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL Department of Homeland Security}}} and other factors as determined by CBP managers. The blitzes can help validate existing presumptions regarding mail provided by USPS and identify additional areas to focus enforcement or revenue activities. CBP managers are to maintain appropriate records of any blitzes conducted and their results.

In January 2017, CBP conducted a 5-day blitz, Operation ‘Mail Flex,’ to verify that USPS was being used to mail opioids to the United States. For this operation, CBP targeted a specific subset of arriving mail: express mail from China and Hong Kong. From Operation ‘Mail Flex,’ CBP estimated that \textcolor{red}{\underline{\textbf{REDACTIONS MADE BY THE U. S. CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL Department of Homeland Security}}} pieces of express mail arrived at JFK from just those two countries. CBP randomly examined \textcolor{red}{\underline{\textbf{REDACTIONS MADE BY THE U. S. CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL Department of Homeland Security}} pieces of the mail, and seized \textcolor{red}{\underline{\textbf{REDACTIONS MADE BY THE U. S. CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL Department of Homeland Security}} (43 percent) of the randomly examined express mail packages. The seized packages included \textcolor{red}{\underline{\textbf{REDACTIONS MADE BY THE U. S. CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL Department of Homeland Security}} fentanyl shipments, collectively totaling 5.31 pounds.\textsuperscript{12}

The mail that CBP inspected during Operation ‘Mail Flex’ was well beyond a statistically valid sample as it constituted more than 50 percent of the express mail arriving daily from Hong Kong and China. We can conclude that if CBP had examined the remaining \textcolor{red}{\underline{\textbf{REDACTIONS MADE BY THE U. S. CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL Department of Homeland Security}} of the sample universe of \textcolor{red}{\underline{\textbf{REDACTIONS MADE BY THE U. S. CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL Department of Homeland Security}} pieces of mail, it might have discovered and seized another \textcolor{red}{\underline{\textbf{REDACTIONS MADE BY THE U. S. CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL Department of Homeland Security}} packages possibly containing an additional total of \textcolor{red}{\underline{\textbf{REDACTIONS MADE BY THE U. S. CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL Department of Homeland Security}} pounds of fentanyl. Hypothetically, if CBP were to inspect all China and Hong Kong express mail annually, it could potentially prevent about \textcolor{red}{\underline{\textbf{REDACTIONS MADE BY THE U. S. CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL Department of Homeland Security}} of fentanyl from entering the United States each year.\textsuperscript{13}

\textsuperscript{11} *International Narcotics Trafficking Emergency Response by Detecting Incoming Contraband with Technology (INTERDICT) Act, H.R. 2142, 115th Cong. §§ 3-4 (2018).*

\textsuperscript{12} In addition to fentanyl, CBP seized express mail packages containing controlled substances, counterfeit pharmaceuticals, cigarettes, agricultural products, fish and wildlife, and passports. CBP also found intellectual property rights violations during this operation.

\textsuperscript{13} We calculated \textcolor{red}{\underline{\textbf{REDACTIONS MADE BY THE U. S. CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL Department of Homeland Security}} of fentanyl based on \textcolor{red}{\underline{\textbf{REDACTIONS MADE BY THE U. S. CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL Department of Homeland Security}}.
Since Operation ‘Mail Flex’ at JFK, CBP has been better able to detect and intercept fentanyl shipments. For example, although CBP staff at the airport made [redacted] fentanyl, this number increased significantly to [redacted] in FY 2017, and [redacted] in just the first quarter of FY 2018.

Although the results of Operation ‘Mail Flex’ have largely been helpful in estimating the extent of illegal imports in express mail from China and Hong Kong, they have been inadequate in identifying the threats from other [redacted] such as [redacted]. To more fully understand the extent of the problem, CBP would need to regularly perform and document blitz operations on these other [redacted]. CBP would then be better able to prioritize and apply its limited resources toward inspecting the types of international mail that may contain the highest number of illegal opioids.

As a by-product, Operation ‘Mail Flex’ was useful in identifying shortfalls in human resources at JFK to conduct air mail inspection. CBP assigned [redacted] additional staff and coordinated with other DHS components and government agencies to conduct the blitz. The need to engage significant help to support this single operation indicated that CBP [redacted] to inspect the large volume of mail arriving at JFK on a daily basis. We previously reported in July 2017 that CBP faces significant challenges identifying, recruiting, hiring, and fielding the number of law enforcement officers mandated in Executive Orders to accomplish its border security mission.\(^{14}\) The need for additional staffing to conduct air mail inspection at JFK as well as other airports will likewise be vital to safeguarding against illegal opioid imports nationwide.

Finally, CBP confirmed from Operation ‘Mail Flex’ the hazards to which CBP mail inspectors are exposed. Despite wearing protective equipment, [redacted] CBP officers needed medical help after opening packages containing illegal substances. No canine teams were used during Operation ‘Mail Flex.’

**Recommendations**

We recommend that:

**Recommendation 1:** The Executive Assistant Commissioners for Field Operations and Operations Support conduct an analysis to determine what

---

additional staff, canines, x-ray scanning machines, and hand-held chemical analysis devices are needed to adequately address the threat from opioids arriving daily in the large volume of international mail.

**Recommendation 2:** The Executive Assistant Commissioners for Field Operations and Operations Support assign and dedicate canine teams as appropriate to detect opioids at the international mail facility on a daily basis.

**Recommendation 3:** The Assistant Commissioner for the Office of Information and Technology (OIT) and the Executive Assistant Commissioners for Field Operations and Operations Support jointly establish a process to arrive international air mail received from USPS, scanned by CBP, and returned to USPS.

**Recommendation 4:** The Executive Assistant Commissioners for Field Operations and Operations Support update CBP’s *International Mail Operations and Enforcement Handbook* to reflect all types of arriving international mail.

**Recommendation 5:** The Executive Assistant Commissioners for Field Operations and Operations Support perform and document periodic ‘Mail Flex’ operations, including use of canine teams, to better determine the size and scope of the threat inherent in specific classes of mail and from specific countries.

**Management Comments and OIG Analysis**

We obtained written comments on a draft of this report from the Senior Component Accountable Official. We have included a copy of the comments in their entirety at appendix B. CBP concurred with all nine recommendations and has already started addressing the reported deficiencies. As such, all nine recommendations are considered resolved, but open, pending verification of all planned actions.

**Agency Comments to Recommendation 1:**

CBP concurs with this recommendation. CBP plans to conduct a cost benefit analysis to determine the staff levels, canine teams, and technology needed to address the threat of illicit opioids in international mail at the JFK IMF. CBP has already replaced all x-ray machines as of November 2017. Additionally, CBP has established a [protected] at the JFK IMF. CBP also plans to replace this [protected] at a cost. Estimated Completion Data (ECD): April 30, 2019.
OIG Analysis of Agency Comments to Recommendation 1:

OIG recognized that CBP has started addressing this recommendation by replacing all x-ray machines and establishing a new x-ray machine at JFK. This recommendation is considered resolved but will remain open until CBP provides supporting documentation that all corrective actions are completed.

Agency Comments to Recommendation 2:

CBP concurs with this recommendation. CBP will evaluate an increase in the total number of canine narcotics detector teams assigned at the JFK International Airport. CBP is also looking at other options to address the detection of illicit opioids in international mail. ECD: April 30, 2019.

OIG Analysis of Agency Comments to Recommendation 2:

CBP is working to address this recommendation on assigning and dedicating canine teams to detect opioids at JFK on a daily basis. This recommendation is considered resolved but will remain open until CBP provides supporting documentation that all corrective actions are completed.

Agency Comments to Recommendation 3:

CBP concurs with this recommendation. CBP has recognized the need for non-intrusive inspection equipment to address the identified deficiencies in international mail inspection. ECD: April 30, 2019.

OIG Analysis of Agency Comments to Recommendation 3:

CBP’s plans satisfy the intent of this recommendation. This recommendation is considered resolved but will remain open until CBP provides supporting documentation that all corrective actions are completed.

Agency Comments to Recommendation 4:

CBP concurs with this recommendation. CBP will revise the International Mail Operations and Enforcement Handbook to fully reflect the current operational conditions in relation to arriving international mail. ECD: April 30, 2019.
OIG Analysis of Agency Comments to Recommendation 4:

CBP’s plans satisfy the intent of this recommendation. This recommendation is considered resolved but will remain open until CBP provides supporting documentation that all corrective actions are completed.

Agency Comments to Recommendation 5:

CBP concurs with this recommendation. CBP is collaborating with the U.S. Postal Inspection Services, and state and local law enforcement agencies, to develop and implement operations on an annual basis. ECD: April 30, 2019.

OIG Analysis of Agency Comments to Recommendation 5:

OIG recognized that CBP is working with its partners to assist in effectively and efficiently identifying threats in arriving international mail. CBP’s plans satisfy the intent of this recommendation. This recommendation is considered resolved but will remain open until CBP provides supporting documentation that all corrective actions are completed.

International Air Mail with Suspected Contraband Is Not Inventoried or Physically Controlled

Despite mail handling requirements, CBP officers responsible for inspecting arriving international air mail identify, but do not track or physically safeguard, packages suspected of contraband. They also do not include in their incident reports all evidence related to each case. These deficiencies are due to inadequate guidance to support mail handling processes, space limitations in the IMF, and out-of-date equipment. This inspection environment can contribute to stolen, misplaced, or improperly delivered mail; hazards for inspection personnel; and lost chain of custody or damaged evidence to support criminal cases.
Requirements for Handling Seized Assets

CBP’s *International Mail Operations and Enforcement Handbook* provides overarching guidance for the component’s air mail inspection processes. According to the handbook, when suspected controlled substances are discovered in a mail shipment:

- The item should be taken to the designated secure area or facility used for processing mail seizures.
- The suspicious substance must be positively identified using the appropriate test kit and, if necessary, laboratory analysis.
- The substance must be extracted from its conveyance and weighed or counted to determine actual weight or count.
- The item must be placed in a seizure bag, but larger pieces may need to be tied up and sealed, with the inspector’s initials written across the seal.

Additionally, CBP’s *Seized Asset Management and Enforcement Procedures Handbook* provides guidance on the standards that CBP personnel must follow when initiating and handling mail seizures. According to this handbook, timely input into the Seized Assets and Case Management System (SEACATS) is critical. Within day of an incident, CBP staff must obtain an incident number, create a SEACATS record, and input property data, and complete a SEACATS report. A supervisor must subsequently approve the report.

Suspicious Mail Is Not Well Tracked, Secured, and Documented

CBP officials do not physically control all mail suspected, but not yet confirmed, of containing contraband. Given a lack of guidance as well as IMF space constraints, CBP officials do not track a suspicious package until several days after the package is set aside for review. During the process leading up to asset seizure and SEACATS data input, the suspicious package also is not

---

secured from potential loss or damage to its contents. Further, CBP officials do not include required documentation in the SEACATS case files on seized assets, due to outdated equipment.

Lack of Suspicious Mail Tracking and Inventory

CBP does not track a suspicious package until several days after the package is initially held for further review. Neither the *International Mail Operations and Enforcement Handbook* nor the *Seized Asset Management and Enforcement Procedures Handbook* provides specific guidance on the handling of packages awaiting chemical analysis.

Specifically, upon identifying a suspicious package, CBP officers place it on a cart that is subsequently relocated to a secure room. As previously discussed, the officers take a small sample of the contents of the package, place it in a Fourier-Transform Infrared and a Raman device for analysis, and submit the resulting report to CBP's lab for verification of the chemical contents. Given lab staff constraints, CBP officers can send no more than 11 samples a day for chemical verification—the amount that available lab officials can typically turn around in a 24-hour period.

It is not until the CBP lab provides positive confirmation of prohibited chemical contents that the suspicious package is considered an incident warranting formal mail seizure. CBP officers still have to input data on the seized asset into SEACATS. With this data input, they can begin to track the item. As shown in figure 7, CBP officers use a process to categorize seized assets for entry into SEACATS.

*Figure 7: Process for Inventorying Detention Room Mail*

Source: Photo taken by OIG staff during JFK site visit
Poor Physical Security of Suspicious Mail

During the entire process leading up to asset seizure and SEACATS data input, the suspicious package is not physically secured. The package remains open, stowed on a cart amid piles of other packages. The open mail package also is not placed in an evidence bag to secure the contents prior to formal seizure. Figure 8 provides a photo of suspicious packages identified during Operation ‘Mail Flex,’ sitting on a cart awaiting chemical analysis. As shown, the packages were half-opened, disorganized, and placed in such a way that they could be lost or stolen, or the integrity of the contents could be jeopardized.

Figure 8: Contraband Uncovered During Operation Mail Flex

The poor physical security occurs because neither the International Mail Operations and Enforcement Handbook nor the Seized Asset Management and Enforcement Procedures Handbook provides specific guidance on the handling of packages awaiting chemical analysis. While both handbooks outline roles and responsibilities for processing seized property, they do not specifically address how to handle and secure suspicious mail prior to formal seizure.

The physical layout of the JFK IMF also inhibits CBP’s ability to demonstrate that an identifiable person always has physical custody of suspicious mail. Specifically, the JFK IMF is a large, old, shared facility that has not been retrofitted with physical barriers to compartmentalize USPS and CBP operations. Similarly, there are no physical control points to separate international mail “cleared” by CBP for delivery from “suspect mail” held for
secondary inspection. The mail that USPS initially provides for inspection, as well as mail that CBP returns to USPS, is stored in open carts at the JFK IMF side-by-side in the same area. (See figure 3.)

Missing Documentation

CBP officers did not always include required documentation in SEACATS case files on seized assets. Although the International Mail Operations and Enforcement Handbook requires x-rays of seized packages, CBP officers were not required to record x-rays of mail that had been x-rayed. The x-rays are needed to document the contents of the unopened package. According to the officers, outdated x-ray machines in use at the time of our July 2017 site visit were unable to x-ray mail that had been x-rayed. As previously stated, CBP has since replaced all x-ray machines; however, we have not been able to verify the impact of the equipment replacements since our audit fieldwork.

Identified Deficiencies Create Risks and Hazards in Managing Suspicious Mail

Inadequate inventory and physical control of air mail suspected of containing contraband pose a number of risks and hazards to JFK IMF operations.

Specifically:

Recommendations

We recommend that:

**Recommendation 6:** The Assistant Commissioner for the OIT and the Executive Assistant Commissioners for Field Operations and Operations Support jointly establish adequate internal control processes, including maintaining inventories and physically securing suspicious mail that may be seized following additional review.

**Recommendation 7:** The Executive Assistant Commissioners for Field Operations and Operations Support jointly update the *Seized Asset Management and Enforcement Procedure Handbook* and the *International Mail Operations and Enforcement Handbook* to outline all of the precautions necessary to safeguard suspicious mail prior to formal seizure.

**Management Comments and OIG Analysis**

**Agency Comments to Recommendation 6:**

CBP concurs with this recommendation. CBP will develop an automated technical solution to maintain an accurate inventory of segregated international mail items that are subject for further scrutiny but not yet seized. CBP has also [REDACTION] to ensure the physical security of suspicious mail parcels prior to seizure. ECD: April 30, 2019.
OIG Analysis of Agency Comments to Recommendation 6:

CBP’s plans satisfy the intent of this recommendation. This recommendation is considered resolved but will remain open until CBP provides supporting documentation that all corrective actions are completed.

Agency Comments to Recommendation 7:

CBP concurs with this recommendation. CBP will revise the International Mail Operations and Enforcement Handbook to more fully reflect the appropriate operational processes in international mail to account for safeguarding of mail held by CBP prior to formal seizure. CBP will also update the Seized Asset Management and Enforcement Procedure Handbook to reference the proper procedures governing the handling of these mail items prior to seizure. ECD: April 30, 2019.

OIG Analysis of Agency Comments to Recommendation 7:

According to CBP staff, both handbooks are currently being reviewed and updated. CBP’s plans satisfy the intent of this recommendation. This recommendation is considered resolved but will remain open until CBP provides supporting documentation that all corrective actions are completed.

Not All CBP Servers Supporting JFK Operations Comply with DHS System Requirements

Despite overarching DHS guidance for managing sensitive systems, CBP did not always ensure servers supporting JFK mail inspection processes met IT security control requirements. Some servers, noncompliant with DHS configuration management guidelines, may be vulnerable to operational disruptions and potential attack. One server, installed as part of a pilot project that lacked IT oversight, was not included in CBP’s system inventory. As such, CBP could not ensure the server was kept up-to-date with the latest security patches.

System Configuration Management Issues

Not all CBP servers supporting international mail processing complied with DHS configuration management guidelines. DHS 4300A Sensitive Systems Handbook provides overarching guidance for securing departmental IT
systems, including ensuring adherence to DHS *Secure Baseline Configuration Guides*.

During our fieldwork, we watched CBP officials scan for technical vulnerabilities the ATS servers located at the CBP data center. As previously discussed, these servers support targeting of arriving international mail for inspection purposes. We reviewed the scan results and determined that, although all security patches had been applied, each of the servers had dozens of configuration management flags in three categories:

- false positives reported for software that was not in use,
- controls implemented by CBP that were stronger than those required by DHS, and
- controls implemented by CBP that were weaker than those required by DHS.

Configuration management flags related to software not in use or with controls stronger than DHS requirements did not necessarily pose security risks. However, servers that did not meet minimum DHS security guidelines may be vulnerable to potential shutdowns or cyberattack.

We determined that CBP had deployed these servers in April 2017 without obtaining waivers to recommended configuration management settings. CBP has since created appropriate Plans of Action and Milestones, taken steps to ensure that the servers comply with DHS standards, or requested the appropriate waivers. For example, as of December 2017, CBP was in the process of augmenting ATS server configuration management settings and obtaining a waiver for its login screen, which does not match the departmental template. CBP was also in the process of requesting waivers for instances where CBP controls are stronger, or where software applications are not in use. However, we have not been able to verify the impact of these efforts since our September 2017 system scan analysis.

**Inadequate System Inventory**

CBP does not fully comply with DHS’ *Sensitive Systems Handbook 4300A* guidance for inventorying departmental IT systems. According to the handbook, components are to ensure an accurate information systems inventory is maintained to support information resources management. Accurate information systems inventories also assist in IT planning, budgeting, and acquisition; as well as monitoring, testing, and evaluating information security controls.
However, CBP did not include in its IT system inventory one server that supported closed-circuit television (CCTV) processes at the JFK IMF. We determined that CBP installed this server within CBP space years ago as part of an IMF pilot that was not subject to oversight by CBP’s OIT. At the time of our July 2017 fieldwork, this server still was not under the control of CBP’s OIT and was not included in CBP’s system inventory. IT systems that are not part of CBP’s inventory and subject to regular software updates may not have all required IT security controls.

CBP officials conceded that this server was not included in their IT systems inventory and may not have all required security patches. Because the server is so old, as of October 2017, CBP was taking steps to upgrade it to an inventoried and compliant CCTV system.

**Recommendations**

We recommend that the Assistant Commissioner for OIT:

**Recommendation 8:** Update CBP’s targeting servers with DHS-recommended system configuration management settings or request waivers, as appropriate.

**Recommendation 9:** Develop a plan with milestones for replacing the noncompliant CCTV system with an inventoried and compliant system.

**Management Comments and OIG Analysis**

**Agency Comments to Recommendation 8:**

CBP concurs with this recommendation. OIT will update CBP’s targeting servers with updated configuration management settings. ECD: April 30, 2019.

**OIG Analysis of Agency Comments to Recommendation 8:**

CBP’s plans satisfy the intent of this recommendation. This recommendation is considered resolved but will remain open until CBP provides supporting documentation that all corrective actions are completed.
Agency Comments to Recommendation 9:

CBP concurs with this recommendation. CBP is working to replace the outdated equipment.


OIG Analysis of Agency Comments to Recommendation 9:

CBP’s plans satisfy the intent of this recommendation. This recommendation is considered resolved but will remain open until CBP provides supporting documentation that all corrective actions are completed.
Appendix A
Objective, Scope, and Methodology

DHS OIG was established by the Homeland Security Act of 2002 (Public Law 107–296), by amendment to the Inspector General Act of 1978. We conducted this audit to determine whether CBP air mail inspection processes at JFK are effective and have adequate IT security controls.

To accomplish our audit objective, we initially conducted a survey to gain an understanding of how international mail is processed, the components that are involved, and the information technology systems that are used to process international mail. We reviewed CBP policies and procedures for processing, selecting, targeting, and examining inbound international mail. We also reviewed ATS system security documentation and technical vulnerability assessments. As part of this effort, we also coordinated with staff from the USPS OIG regarding USPS’ role in international mail processing and the data it provides to CBP for input to ATS.

We met with selected CBP officials, such as CBP staff at the National Targeting Center – Cargo in Sterling, VA. We spoke with the information system security manager and the information technology specialist responsible for managing the ATS in Northern Virginia. We visited the JFK IMF to evaluate inspection equipment, processes, and physical security. While at the JFK IMF, we interviewed CBP staff, including the program manager, the Chief of Staff, and the Port Director. Further, we watched CBP officials perform technical scans of ATS servers at the component’s Springfield, VA data center. OIG data analytic staff provided support in reviewing ATS mail targeting processes while an OIG statistician confirmed that the Operation ‘Mail Flex’ sample was representative of all express mail from China and Hong Kong.

We conducted this audit between June 2017 and March 2018 pursuant to the Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, and according to generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based upon our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based upon our audit objectives.

We appreciate the efforts of CBP management and staff to provide the information and access necessary to accomplish this audit. Major OIG contributors to the audit are identified in appendix D.
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Management Comments to the Draft Report

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY/LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE

MEMORANDUM FOR: Sondra McCauley
Assistant Inspector General
Office of Information Technology Audits

FROM: Henry A. Moak
Acting Senior Component Accountable OFFICER
U.S. Customs and Border Protection

SUBJECT: Management Response to OIG Draft Report: CBP’s International Mail Inspection Processes Need Improvement at JFK International Airport* (Project 17-040-ITA-CBP)

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on this draft report. U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) appreciates the work of the Office of Inspector General (OIG) in planning and conducting its review and issuing this report.

CBP appreciates the OIG’s recognition of the complexity of the international mail inspection process and CBP’s efforts to balance workload while allocating resources to address areas of concern. CBP’s highest priority in screening inbound international mail is to prevent terrorists’ weapons and other harmful items from entering the United States, including taking actions to identify such threats prior to the items actually arriving in the United States. CBP is pleased to note that a number of the OIG’s recommendations focus on critical areas of importance to CBP and ones which CBP’s Office of Field Operations (OFO) has been actively working with CBP’s Enterprise Services (ES), Office of Information and Technology (OIT) to accomplish.

CBP employs numerous methods to identify packages for inspection to include, analysis of Advance Electronic Data (AED) through an automated targeting system, narcotics detection canines, and non-intrusive inspection technology (x-ray). In addition, CBP officers manually select packages for additional scrutiny based on extensive experience and knowledge garnered through lengthy tenure working in the international mail environment. To date, during Fiscal Year 2018 the JFK International Mail Facility (IMF) intercepted shipments of fentanyl, of
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were targeted AED and were attributed to CBP officer expertise and the manual selection process.

The draft report contained nine recommendations, all with which CBP concurs. Attached find our detailed response to each recommendation. Technical comments were previously provided under separate cover.

Again, thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on this draft report. Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions. We look forward to working with you again in the future.

Attachment
Attachment: Management Response to Recommendations Contained in OIG Draft Report:
CBP’s International Mail Inspection Processes Need Improvement at JFK International
Airport (Project No. OIG-17-040-ITA-CBP)

The Office of the Inspector General (OIG) recommended that the U.S. Customs and Border
Protection (CBP) Executive Assistant Commissioners for Field Operations and Operations
Support:

Recommendation 1: Conduct an analysis to determine what additional staff, canines, x-ray
scanning machines, and hand-held chemical analysis devices are needed to adequately address
the threat from opioids arriving daily in the large volume of international mail.

Response: Concur. CBP’s Office of Field Operations (OFO), Mission Support (MS),
Operations (OPS), and Cargo and Conveyance Security (CCS) Directorates, will collaborate with
Operations Support (OS), to conduct a cost benefit analysis. The cost benefit analysis will
evaluate and determine additional staffing levels, canine teams, and technology that is necessary
to efficiently and adequately address the threat of illicit opioids in international mail at the JFK
IMF. It is important to note that significant equipment upgrades have already been made at the
JFK IMF since the OIG’s July 2017 audit team visit. For example, as of November 7, 2017, the
Non-Intrusive Inspection Division (NIID) has replaced all x-ray systems. A [REDACTED] has been established at the IMF to
arriving through
international mail.
Estimated Completion Date

Recommendation 2: Assign and dedicate canine teams as appropriate to detect opioids at the
IMF on a daily basis.

Response: Concur. The OFO, [REDACTED] will work with OFO OPS to evaluate an
increase in the total number of canine narcotic detector teams assigned at the JFK International
Airport. As an interim solution, the [REDACTED] and OPS will explore alternatives to [REDACTED] as a means
of enhancing the port’s ability to [REDACTED] canine teams to
off illicit opioids in international mail. ECD: April 30, 2019.

OIG recommended that the Assistant Commissioner for the Enterprise Services (ES), Office of
Information and Technology (OIT) and the Executive Assistant Commissioners for OFO and OS:

Recommendation 3: Jointly establish a process to inventory arriving international air mail received from
the United States Postal Service (USPS), scanned by CBP, and returned to USPS.
Response: Concur. OFO, Manifest and Conveyance Security Division in collaboration with NIID have already identified the need for NII equipment with the capacity to address the specific inventory issue as described in the recommendation, as well as x-ray technology, etc. ECD: April 30, 2019.

OIG recommended that the CBP Executive Assistant Commissioners for Field Operations and Operations Support:

Recommendation 4: Update CBP’s International Mail Operations and Enforcement Handbook to reflect all types of arriving international mail.

Response: Concur. OFO will revise CBP’s International Mail Operations and Enforcement Handbook to more fully reflect the current operational conditions in relation to international mail arriving, increasing volumes of international mail, and the applicability of AED to inbound international mail. ECD: April 30, 2019.

Recommendation 5: Perform and document periodic ‘Mail Flex’ operations, including use of canine teams, to better determine the size and scope of the threat of mail and from.

Response: Concur. The OFO, is collaborating with OFO’s National Targeting Center-Cargo, OPS, U.S. Postal Inspection Services, and state and local law enforcement agencies, to develop and implement operations through the on an annual basis. ECD: April 30, 2019.

OIG recommended that the Assistant Commissioner for the Enterprise Services (ES), Office of Information and Technology (OIT) and the Executive Assistant Commissioners for OFO and OS:

Recommendation 6: Jointly establish adequate internal control processes, including maintaining inventories and physically securing suspicious mail that may be seized following additional review.

Response: Concur. OFO, in collaboration with OIT will develop and deploy an automated technical solution for maintaining an accurate inventory on those segregated international mail items that are subject for further scrutiny, but not yet seized. CBP to ensure parcels prior to seizure. Parcels but not yet seized, are immediately secured upon initial examination and is equipped with . Only personnel assigned to work in the secure space are granted access card privileges. ECD: April 30, 2019.
OIG recommended that the CBP Executive Assistant Commissioners for Field Operations and Operations Support:

**Recommendation 7:** Jointly update the Seized Asset Management and Enforcement Procedure Handbook (SAMEPH) and the International Mail Operations and Enforcement Handbook to outline all of the precautions necessary to safeguard suspicious mail prior to formal seizure.

**Response:** Concur. The SAMEPH references [redacted] will be updated to fully reflect the appropriate operational processes in international mail to account for safeguarding of mail held by CBP prior to formal seizure. The SAMEPH will also be updated to reference the International Mail Operations and Enforcement Handbook for proper procedures governing the handling of these mail items prior to seizure. ECD: April 30, 2019.

OIG recommended that the Assistant Commissioner for OIT:

**Recommendation 8:** Update CBP’s targeting servers with DHS-recommended system configuration management settings or request waivers, as appropriate.

**Response:** Concur. OIT will update CBP’s targeting servers with updated configuration management settings developed and defined through implementation of CBP Enterprise Security Program Plan of Action and Milestones.


**Recommendation 9:** Develop a plan with milestones for replacing the noncompliant closed circuit television (CCTV) system with an inventoried and compliant system.

**Response:** Concur. OIT Integrated Logistics Division (ILD) is working with OFO to replace the outdated equipment.

Appendix C
Automated Targeting of Arriving International Mail

In July 2014, CBP initiated its first ATS pilot involving USPS providing electronic advance data to CBP regarding inbound mail from France. CBP then targeted an average of [REDACTED] packages daily for USPS to provide for inspection.

In November 2015, CBP began a second pilot program at the JFK IMF to test the automated targeting of [REDACTED] and [REDACTED] from China and Hong Kong based on advance data provided by USPS. This pilot initially targeted [REDACTED] packages per day from China and Hong Kong, but was expanded in June 2017 to involve [REDACTED] packages per day. This ongoing pilot involves:

- USPS providing CBP with advanced manifest data on the international mail that will arrive at JFK;
- CBP using ATS, the rules-based targeting system, to identify mail at high risk of containing narcotics or other contraband;
- CBP requesting that USPS provide the specific parcels identified through the targeting process; and
- CBP inspecting the targeted parcels.

Since our audit fieldwork in July 2017, CBP has expanded this pilot to include mail arriving at Los Angeles International Airport as well as JFK.

The ATS relies on advance data from other countries on mail coming to the United States. However, not all countries are required to provide the advance data. Foreign post offices sending international mail to the United States do not consistently provide accurate advance information on parcel contents to USPS. As a result, USPS is unable to provide quality data to CBP for effective targeting. USPS also is unable to identify and deliver to CBP 100 percent of the mail it targeted for inspection. By agreement, CBP only uses ATS to target [REDACTED] of the [REDACTED] (0.01 percent) of pieces of mail arriving daily.

ATS requires significant human interaction. As such, CBP has assigned [REDACTED] full-time equivalents and [REDACTED] backup staff at JFK to operate ATS for mail targeting. These staffers rely on their own expertise as well as the system’s rules for weighing risks because the system outputs are not always reliable indicators of international mail risk. For example,
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